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Abstract—Many system-on-chip (SoC) integrated circuits today contain multiple hierarchy levels for both design and test. Hierarchy

imposes constraints on the manner in which tests must be applied to “parent” cores and their “child” cores. However, most prior work

on wrapper design, test access mechanism (TAM) optimization, and test scheduling is hierarchy oblivious, i.e., these techniques treat

all cores in an SoC as if they are at the same level of hierarchy. We first show that the test architecture, consisting of wrappers and

TAMs, and the corresponding test schedule designed for nonhierarchical SoCs are not valid for SoCs with hierarchical cores. Next, we

present two approaches for efficient testing of SoCs with hierarchical cores. In the first approach, the problem is solved by extending a

conventional wrapper design; this approach leaves full flexibility for TAM optimization and test scheduling. The second approach is

based on a modified wrapper design for parent cores that operates in two disjoint modes for testing of parent and child cores. This

approach has an impact on the test architecture and corresponding schedule. We show how an existing test architecture design

algorithm can be adapted for use with both approaches. Experiments with the ITC’02 SoC Test Benchmarks show that the first

approach offers lower test application times, while the second approach incurs less area costs.

Index Terms—SoC test, TAMs and wrappers, hierarchical SoCs, test scheduling, test architecture design.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE integration of a complete electronic system on a
single chip is now commonplace. This achievement can

be attributed to advances in semiconductor process tech-
nology and design methods, which have been fueled by the
need for high performance, low power, and short time-to-
market. A System-on-Chip (SoC) typically integrates a
heterogeneous mix of digital logic, embedded memories,
and analog blocks. Ever-increasing SoC complexity and
diminishing product cycles are resulting in the widespread
use of predesigned and preverified third-party cores such
as CPUs, DSPs, media coprocessors, memories, and mixed-
signal blocks.

Due to functional and performance requirements, mod-
ern SoC designs are not limited to only one level of design
and test hierarchy (SoC and cores); instead, they contain
multiple levels of hierarchy. For example, Dutta et al. [1]
and Goel et al. [2] describe SoCs for digital video, for which
the design is partitioned into design and test units called

chiplets, which in turn consist of multiple cores. Design units
that contain other cores are referred to as hierarchical cores,
while cores that do not contain other cores are referred to as
flat cores. A hierarchical core is also called a parent core,
while the cores that are at one level below and embedded in
a parent core are referred to as child cores. In turn, a child
core itself can be a parent core for the cores at deeper levels
of hierarchy.

To simplify and speed up test generation and to enhance
test reuse, modular testing of SoCs is strongly advocated [2],
[3]. In modular testing, all embedded cores are tested
independently from each other. This approach is mandatory
for embedded nonlogic components such as memories and
analog modules, as well as for black-box third-party cores
[3]. Modular testing requires an on-chip test access infra-
structure [4], which consists of test access mechanisms
(TAMs) and test wrappers. TAMs [5], [6] transport test
stimuli and responses between SoC pins and core terminals,
and vice versa, while a test wrapper [5], [6] is a thin shell
around a core that forms the interface between the core and
its SoC environment. The wrapper connects the core
terminals to the rest of the SoC and the TAM. It provides
switching between various modes of operation, such as
normal (functional) mode, core-internal (inward-facing) test
mode, and core-external (outward-facing) test mode. Wrap-
pers are designed such that the core I/O width is adapted to
the available TAM width, e.g., by means of serial-to-parallel
or parallel-to-serial conversion [7]. IEEE Std. 1500 [8] defines
a standardized but scalable wrapper architecture.

Modular testing is generally known to reduce the test
length, i.e., the SoC test application time and the vector
memory required on the tester. Various wrapper design [7],
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[9], [10] and test access infrastructure optimization algo-
rithms [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19] have been
described in the literature. Unfortunately, all these methods
unrealistically assume that there is no hierarchy inside the
embedded cores. Even if the benchmark SoCs used contain
hierarchical cores, these optimization techniques treat all
cores in the SoC as if at the same level of hierarchy. Hierarchy
imposes constraints on the manner in which tests must be
applied to parent cores and their child cores. Wrappers,
TAMs, and test schedules created as if the SoC was
nonhierarchical are typically not valid for SoCs with
hierarchical cores. Therefore, test solutions proposed by the
methods in [7], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
and [19] are not directly applicable to real-life SoCs. There is a
need for wrapper design and TAM optimization techniques
that can handle hierarchical SoCs.

In this paper, we describe two approaches for efficient
testing of SoCs with a mix of hierarchical and nonhierarch-
ical cores. In the first approach, we extend the existing
wrapper architecture in such a way that all constraints
imposed by the hierarchy are satisfied and full flexibility is
provided to a test architecture design algorithm for an SoC
with hierarchical cores. In this way, an efficient test schedule
with (near-) optimal test length is obtained for such an SoC.
In the second approach, we propose a new hierarchy-aware
wrapper architecture for parent cores that has two disjoint
test modes for testing of parent and child cores. We show
how an existing test architecture design algorithm can be
adapted to utilize the proposed approaches. The first
approach has the advantage of lower test application time,
while the area cost for the second approach is lower
compared to the first method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides an overview of related prior work. In
Section 3, we discuss the testing of SoCs with hierarchical
cores, and why test architectures and test schedules made
for flat cores are invalid for hierarchical cores. One of the
root causes lies in the wrapper cell implementation, which is
described extensively. In Section 4, we define a classification
of problem definitions for hierarchical SoCs and provide an
overview of our two solution approaches. Sections 5 and 6
present details of both approaches. Experimental results for
the ITC’02 SoC Test Benchmarks are presented in Section 7.
Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED PRIOR WORK

Hierarchical cores can have multiple levels of hierarchy.
They contain embedded cores, which in turn can contain
other embedded cores at deeper levels of hierarchy. There-
fore, it is quite natural to use a recursive model to describe
hierarchical cores. A generic recursive model was presented
in [20]. According to this model, the hierarchy present in the
test view of an SoC can be easily represented by its test
hierarchy tree, where nodes represent cores and an edge
between two nodes represents the hierarchical relation
between the corresponding cores. All leaf nodes in a test
hierarchy tree represent nonhierarchical (i.e., flat) cores,
while the root node represents the top-level test entity, either
core or SoC. The depth of a node represents the level of the
corresponding core in the test hierarchy. A node (core) at

depth n in the tree is called a parent node (core) with respect

to the nodes (cores) that are connected to it and are at depth

nþ 1. Conversely, nodes at depth nþ 1 are called child nodes

with respect to the node that is at depth n and connected to

these nodes. Parent nodes may have multiple child nodes,

which in turn can be parent nodes for other nodes.
Fig. 1a shows an example of a hierarchical core A. Core A

contains three child cores B, C, and D, of which B and D

are also hierarchical cores. Core B contains only one child

core E, while core D contains two child cores F and G.

Core G itself contains a child core H. Therefore, core G is a

child core of core D but the parent core for core H. Fig. 1b

shows the test hierarchy tree for core A. Core A is at the top

level (depth 0), while core H is at the lowest level (depth 3)

in the test hierarchy tree.
Most prior work on wrapper/TAM optimization for SoCs

has assumed a nonhierarchical test infrastructure [11], [12],

[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],

[26], [27]. In comparison, only a limited amount of work has

been done on wrapper design and TAM optimization for

SoCs with hierarchical cores. Recently in [28], [29], and [30],

techniques for wrapper/TAM optimization for hierarchical

SoCs have been explored. In [28], an existing hierarchy-

oblivious TAM optimization approach is used to iteratively

solve the problem of TAM optimization for hierarchical

SoCs. However, in this approach, the constraints related to

simultaneous testing of parent and child cores are ignored.

In [29], a TAM design technique for hierarchical SoCs is

presented in which the hierarchical cores are assumed to be

hard wrapped cores. This approach requires large area cost

due to the added registers for bandwidth matching, and it

also requires synchronization of the clock signals. Recently,

in [30], a test scheduling technique was presented with

the objective to minimize the test application time while

considering multiple constraints due to cross-core testing

(testing of interconnections between cores), multiple test

sets, hierarchical conflicts in SoCs, the sharing of the TAM,

test power limitations, and precedence conflicts. Although

hierarchical conflicts such as parallel testing of parent and

child cores are considered, the requirement of access to child

core wrapper while testing the parent core is not considered.

3 TESTING OF SoCs WITH HIERARCHICAL CORES

In this section, we describe wrapper cell designs and

highlight constraints that arise for hierarchical cores.
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Fig. 1. Example of (a) a hierarchical core and (b) its test hierarchy tree.
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3.1 Wrapper Cell Implementation

Wrapper cell implementations typically put constraints on
the scheduling of tests for hierarchical cores. This phenom-
enon is explained in this section, especially for commonly
used IEEE Std. 1500 wrapper cells. IEEE Std. 1500 [8] is a
global, industry-wide standard for core test wrappers. The
standard only specifies wrapper behavior and does not
prescribe a particular implementation. However, for indivi-
dual wrapper cells, behavior and implementation have
almost a one-to-one relation. IEEE Std. 1500 describes a basic
wrapper cell but also allows for variants and extensions of
both basic cell and variants.

Fig. 2a depicts the behavioral description of IEEE Std.
1500 basic wrapper cell WC_SI1_CII, while Fig. 2b shows a
natural corresponding sample gate-level implementation. In
the figure, CFI and CFO represent the functional input and
output terminals, while CTI and CTO are the test input and
output terminals.

A wrapper cell has three main modes: 1) transparent,
2) drive, and 3) capture. The transparent mode is the regular
functional mode, in which data passes unhindered from
functional input CFI to functional output CFO. The corre-
sponding control settings of the two multiplexers in the basic
IEEE Std. 1500 wrapper cell are m0 ¼ X and m1 ¼ 0. The other
two modes are test modes. In the drive mode, the wrapper
cell shifts test stimuli in from test input CTI and delivers
them at functional output CFO. The corresponding multi-
plexer control settings are m0 ¼ 1 and m1 ¼ 1. In the capture
mode, the wrapper cell captures test responses from
functional input CFI and shifts them out through test output
CTO. The corresponding multiplexer control settings are
m0 ¼ 0 and m1 ¼ X. Fig. 3 depicts these three modes; by
means of thick lines, the figure highlights which nets are
active during a particular mode.

In the INTEST mode of a wrapper, the wrapper cells at
core inputs are in drive mode, while the wrapper cells at
core outputs are in capture mode. In the EXTEST mode, these

roles are reversed, i.e., the input wrapper cells are in capture
mode and the output wrapper cells are in drive mode. This
implies that the basic IEEE Std. 1500 wrapper cell has a
testability problem. The combination of INTEST and EXTEST

does not cover the test of the CFI to CFO connection and the
upper leg of the multiplexer in that path ðm1 ¼ 0Þ, indicated
by the dotted line in Fig. 4a.

IEEE Std. 1500 also allows for a variant of the basic
wrapper cell, which does not suffer from the testability
problem described above. This alternative wrapper cell is
named WC_SD1_COI and is shown in Fig. 4b. In this
wrapper cell, the captured data are not tapped off from
CFI but from CFO (after multiplexer m1) instead. In this
way, the functional path from CFI to CFO is exercised in
the capture mode, and hence, the wrapper cell is fully
tested in the combination of INTEST and EXTEST modes.
Due to its good testability features, this cell is widely used
in the industry [5], [7]. Note that for this popular wrapper
cell, the drive and compare modes are mutually exclusive,
due to the fact that the multiplexer m1 can only be in one
position at a time. Consequently, a wrapper that contains
this wrapper cell cannot execute its INTEST and EXTEST

modes simultaneously.

3.2 Why Flat Schedules Are Invalid for
Hierarchical Cores

The introduction of hierarchy in testing has repercussions
on the design of the test access architecture and test
scheduling. Testing of a core requires the core’s wrapper
to be in its inward-facing INTEST mode. Test stimuli are
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Fig. 2. IEEE Std. 1500 basic wrapper cell WC_SD1_CII: (a) behavioral

specification and (b) a sample gate-level implementation.

Fig. 3. IEEE Std. 1500 basic wrapper cell configurations in different modes. (a) Transparent mode. (b) Drive mode. (c) Capture mode.

Fig. 4. (a) Testability problem with the basic IEEE Std. 1500 wrapper

cell. (b) A fully testable alternative wrapper cell.
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applied at the core’s input terminals via the wrapper cells on
those inputs, while test responses are captured at the core’s
output terminals via the wrapper cells on those outputs.
This is schematically depicted for a sample core A in Fig. 5a.
In the case of testing a hierarchical core, in addition it is
required that the wrappers of the child cores are in their
outward-facing EXTEST mode. The output terminals of
these child cores serve as inputs to the parent core, and
hence, the wrapper cells on the outputs of the child cores are
used to drive test stimuli into the parent core. Similarly, the
input terminals of the child cores serve as outputs to the
parent core, and hence, the wrapper cells on the inputs of
the child cores are used to capture test responses from the
parent core. This is schematically depicted in Fig. 5b, for
example, parent core A and its child core B.

During test scheduling for hierarchical cores, the follow-
ing constraints should be taken into account:

. Wrappers that are based on wrapper cell
WC_SD1_COI cannot simultaneously be in INTEST

and EXTEST modes. Executing a parent core test
requires its child core wrappers to be in EXTEST

mode, while executing the child core tests requires
these child core wrappers to be in INTEST mode.
Hence, parent INTEST and child INTEST cannot run
simultaneously.

. Testing a parent core requires the utilization of not
only the TAM that connects to the parent core’s
wrapper but also utilization of the TAM(s) that
connect to the wrappers of its child cores. Many
TAMs can only serve one core at a time.

Test schedules that do not explicitly take these constraints
into account are likely to be invalid. Consider the test
architecture of a sample hierarchical SoC shown in Fig. 6a.
The SoC contains four cores, of which only core A is a
hierarchical core and contains core B. The test architecture
shown here comprises of two TAMs of widths w1 and w2,
respectively. The TAM of width w1 connects to cores C and
B, while the other TAM connects to cores A and D.

Figs. 6b and 6c show two schedules for the sample
hierarchical SoC. The horizontal axis in these schedules
represents test length (in clock cycles), while the vertical axis
represents TAM width (in wires). The rectangles in the
schedule denote the INTESTS for the various cores in the
SoC. The schedule in Fig. 6b was put together as if all cores
in the SoC are the same hierarchical level, as would be done
in [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [24], [25], [26],

[27], and [28]. This schedule ignores the constraints for
hierarchical cores and is invalid because it executes the tests
for cores A and B in parallel.

Fig. 6c shows an example of a modified test schedule that
respects the hierarchy present in the SoC. In this schedule,
when coreA is tested, its child core is put into EXTEST mode.
It can be seen from Fig. 6c that the modified test schedule
results in a large penalty in test length (þ65 percent).

4 PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION AND OVERVIEW OF

SOLUTION APPROACHES

The conventional problem in modular, core-based testing is
to determine a TAM architecture and wrapper design for each
core, such that the overall SoC-level test length is minimized.
The test details of all cores and a maximum SoC-level number
of TAM wires are provided; in [16], formal definitions of this
problem are given for both cores with fixed scan chains
(TADHM) and flexible scan chains (TADSM). It is the objective
of this section to extend those problem definitions to SoCs
with hierarchical cores and provide an overview of the two
solution approaches proposed in this paper.

The test access infrastructure for an embedded core
consists of three components: 1) the core-internal scan
chains, 2) the core-external TAM, and 3) the test wrapper
around the core, which connects the scan chains and TAM to
each other. The parameters of these components (e.g., the
number and length of the scan chains, and the width and
architecture of the TAM) determine the test access architec-
ture, the corresponding test schedule, and hence the required
test length. The parameters of the test access components can
either be given and fixed or flexible and to-be-fixed; we refer
to that as respectively hard and soft. In a hierarchical setting,
we have these three-tuples of test access components, both
for the parent core (denoted as P ðT;W; SÞ) and the child core
ðCðT;W; SÞÞ. With a three-tuple ðT;W; SÞ, we denote the
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Fig. 5. Wrapper-based stimuli application and response capturing during

the test of core A. (a) Flat core. (b) Hierarchical core.

Fig. 6. (a) Test architecture for a sample hierarchical SoC. (b) Hierarchy-

unaware invalid test schedule. (c) Hierarchy-aware test schedule.
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three components TAM, wrapper, and scan chains, which

can either be hard ðhÞ, soft ðsÞ, or don’t care ðxÞ (i.e., T , W ,

S 2 fh; s; xg).
An example of a realistic design scenario is the one in

which a parent core and everything in it (child scan chains,

child wrapper, child TAM, and parent scan chains) are

hard, while parent wrapper and parent TAM are still to be

fixed and hence soft; the parent core could well be a

microprocessor with embedded memories, for which the

test integration tasks are to wrap it and connect it into an

SoC-level test architecture. This setting is denoted as

P ðs; s; hÞ; Cðh; h; hÞ. Another realistic design scenario

[31] is the one in which the top-level TAM width and

architecture are determined first (hard), while all (parent

and child) core-level scan chains and wrappers are still soft

and to be adapted to it: P ðh; s; sÞ; Cðs; s; sÞ.
The above classification yields 26 ¼ 64 possible pro-

blem settings, which are all slightly different. Fortunately,

not all these problem settings are equally realistic. It is

one of the functions of a core test wrapper to match the

(possibly unequal) numbers of core-internal scan chains

and TAM wires; hence, a design scenario in which the

wrapper of a core is hard, while its scan chains and TAM

are still soft (P ðs; h; sÞ or Cðs; h; sÞ), is unlikely.
In this paper, we propose two alternative solutions that

both result in valid test architectures and corresponding test

schedules for SoCs with hierarchical cores:

1. Modified Wrapper Cell (MWC) Design. In this
approach, we modify the wrapper cell design for all
child cores, such that parallel testing of parent and
child cores is possible. This approach is applicable
only in a Cðx; s; xÞ problem setting, as the wrappers
of child cores need to be modified. At the expense of
extra silicon area required for the wrapper cells of
the child cores, this approach allows full freedom to
any test architecture design algorithm (including

hierarchical-oblivious algorithms) to obtain optimal
test length.

2. New Wrapper Architecture. In this approach, we
propose a new wrapper architecture for parent cores,
with two disjoint test modes for the testing of parent
and child cores. This approach is applicable only in a
P ðx; s; xÞ problem setting, as the wrappers of parent
cores need to be modified. At the expense of a longer
test length, we avoid the silicon area cost of the first
solution approach.

5 MODIFIED WRAPPER CELL

To allow parallel testing of both parent and child cores, we
propose to modify the wrapper cells in the child core
wrapper [32], [33]. Unlike the conventional wrapper cell,
which is connected to only one TAM, the proposed wrapper
cell is connected to the following two TAMs: 1) child core
TAM, to serve the test data requirements for the child core and
2) parent core TAM, to serve the test data requirements for the
parent core.

Fig. 7a shows a sample implementation for the proposed
wrapper input cell. In this cell, there are two flip-flops; flip-
flop FF 1 is again used to store test data for the child core
test, while the newly added flip-flop FF 2 is used to store
test data for the parent core test. In Fig. 7a, CFI and CFO

represent the functional input and output terminals. CTI
and CTO represent the test input and output signals
corresponding to the child core TAM, while PTI and PTO

represent the same for the parent core TAM. The terminal
CFI is connected to the primary signal coming from the
parent core. Similarly, terminal CFO is connected to the
primary signal going to child core. Fig. 7b shows a sample
implementation for the proposed wrapper output cells,
respectively. Opposite to the wrapper input cell, in this cell,
terminal CFI is connected to the primary signal coming
from the child core and terminal CFO is connected to the
primary signal going to the parent core.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the proposed wrapper input and
output cells configured in various modes. The thick black
line in the figure shows the active path in the corresponding
mode. The INTEST mode is used to test the child core itself,
while the EXTEST mode is used during the parent core test.
Table 1 shows the setting of the multiplexers for the
proposed wrapper cells in the various supported modes.
Logic value “X” represents the don’t-care term. From the
table, one can see that the settings for the INTEST and
EXTEST modes are compatible with each other. Hence, with
this type of wrapper cell, a core can be configured in both
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Fig. 7. Sample implementations for the proposed wrapper cell.

(a) Wrapper input cell. (b) Wrapper output cell.

Fig. 8. Configuration of the proposed wrapper input cell in various supported modes. (a) INTEST shift. (b) INTEST normal. (c) EXTEST shift.

(d) EXTEST normal.
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the INTEST and EXTEST modes at the same time. Therefore,
the testing of parent and child cores can be done in parallel
if they are connected to different TAMs.

5.1 Testability of the Proposed Wrapper Cells

The proposed wrapper input cell is fully testable as all
nodes in the cell are fully controllable and observable. On
the contrary, the wrapper output cell is not fully testable. It
is due to the fact that the value on the output signal of
multiplexer m5 cannot be observed during any test mode.
In order to make the proposed wrapper output cell fully
testable, an additional multiplexer can be added. Fig. 10
shows an example of the fully testable wrapper output cell.

To observe the value on the output signal of multiplexer
m5, the newly added multiplexer mx should be set to logic
value “0” in normal operation during the EXTEST mode.
During this mode, the value on the output signal of the
multiplexer m5 can be captured in the flip-flop FF 2 and
then shifted out during the shift operation. For the rest of
the modes, the setting of the multiplexer mx is not important
and hence can be considered as don’t care (“X”).

5.2 Ordering of Wrapper Cells

In the proposed wrapper cells for the child core, the parent
TAM also connects to the wrapper cells in the child core
wrapper. Therefore, in a wrapper architecture that uses
the proposed wrapper cells in the child core wrapper, the
parent TAM is connected to the following elements:

. scan chains in the parent core,

. wrapper input cells connected to the parent core’s
functional input terminals,

. wrapper output cells connected to the parent core’s
functional output terminals,

. wrapper input cells connected to the child core’s
functional input terminals,

. wrapper output cells connected to the child core’s
functional output terminals.

To minimize the test length for the parent core, we
describe an optimal ordering for the above-mentioned
elements in a TAM connected to the parent core. As
described earlier, in order to test the parent core, we need
to shift test stimuli into its scan chains, its wrapper input
cells, and also to the wrapper output cells of its child core.
Similarly, one needs to shift out test responses from its
scan chains, its wrapper output cells, and also from the
wrapper input cells of its child core. Fig. 11 shows the
proposed optimal ordering of the various elements in a
single TAM wire that is connected to the parent core.

In Fig. 11, boxes containing IDs Pai and Pzj represent
parent wrapper input and output cells, respectively.
Similarly, boxes containing IDs Cai and Czj represent
child wrapper input and output cells, respectively. As the
scan chains take part both in applying and observing test
data, they are in the middle of the wrapper cells. The
wrapper input cells for the parent core together with the
wrapper output cells for the child core are connected in
front of the scan chains. Likewise, the wrapper input cells
for the child core and the wrapper output cells for the
parent core are connected after the scan chains.

Based on the above ordering, Fig. 12a shows the
improved wrapper configured in the parent INTEST and
child EXTEST modes. Fig. 12b shows the improved wrapper
architecture configured in the child INTEST mode. In both
figures, active connections are shown by thick black lines,
while the inactive connections are shown by gray lines. As
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Fig. 9. Configuration of the proposed wrapper output cell in various supported modes. (a) INTEST shift. (b) INTEST normal. (c) EXTEST shift.

(d) EXTEST normal.

TABLE 1
Multiplexer Settings in the Proposed Wrapper Cells

for Various Modes
Fig. 10. Sample implementation for the fully testable wrapper output cell.

Fig. 11. Ordering of various elements in a TAM connected to the

parent core.
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far as the impact of new wrapper cell on the functional
performance of the core is concerned, there is no difference
as compared to the conventional wrapper cell. This is due to
the fact that in the new wrapper cell, there is only one
multiplexer in the functional path from CFI to CFO. The
only drawback of the proposed wrapper cell is the area cost.
Compared to the conventional wrapper cell, which only
requires one flip-flop, the new wrapper cell requires two
flip-flops and one/two additional multiplexers.

5.3 Test Architecture Design

A typical test architecture design algorithm generally
contains two components: 1) a TAM partitioning and core
assignment procedure and 2) a wrapper design routine. The
TAM partitioning and core assignment procedure iteratively
partitions the available TAM width over an optimal number
of TAMs and assigns cores to these TAMs, such that the
overall SoC test length is minimized. To calculate the test
length for individual cores, it uses a wrapper design routine
that designs the wrapper around a core for a given TAM
width. In a typical wrapper design procedure [7], first scan
chains are assigned to available TAM wires such that the
maximum sum of scan lengths assigned to a TAM wire is
minimized. Next, the input wrapper cells are distributed over
TAM wires, such that the maximum scan-in time over all
TAM wires is minimized. Finally, the output wrapper cells

are distributed over TAM wires, such that the maximum
scan-out time over all TAM wires is minimized.

The integration of this solution into a typical test
architecture design algorithm as described above requires
a slight modification in the wrapper design procedure
for parent cores only. There is no modification required in
the TAM partitioning and core assignment procedures.
Therefore, any test architecture design algorithm (origin-
ally developed for SoCs with flat cores) can be used for
SoCs with hierarchical cores. The modification required
in the wrapper design procedure is given as follows: While
distributing the input wrapper cells in the parent core
wrapper, the output wrapper cells in the child core
wrapper should also be distributed over the TAM wires
connected to the parent core. Similarly, while distributing
the parent output wrapper cells, input wrapper cells in the
child cores should also be distributed over the TAM wires
connected to the parent core. Due to additional wrapper
cells, the test length for a parent core can increase as
compared to the case in which all cores are considered at
the same hierarchical level. This can also result in a
different overall test architecture.

6 NEW WRAPPER ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present a new wrapper architecture for
hierarchical cores and describe a procedure to design/
optimize such a wrapper around a hierarchical core. The
wrapper architecture presented here has two disjunct
modes for testing of parent and child cores.

To design a wrapper around any core, whether
hierarchical or nonhierarchical, we need to identify all
types of terminals available at the core boundary. Based on
the test access requirements, core terminals for nonhier-
archical cores are classified as: functional-only, test data,
and control terminals [7]. The functional-only terminals
include functional input and outputs that require wrapper
cells to apply test stimuli and observe test responses. The
test data terminals are terminals directly connected to the
scan chains of the core; hence, they do not require wrapper
cells. Control terminals are used to apply control signals to
the various components of the wrapper.

A parent core, in addition to the terminals mentioned
above, has terminals that provide test access to its wrapped
child cores. We refer to these terminals as CTAM as they also
correspond to the terminals of the TAM connected to the
child cores. Unlike the functional terminals at the parent
core, CTAM terminals do not require wrapper cells at the
parent core wrapper since the CTAM terminals connect only
to the scan chains and/or the wrapper cells in the child core
wrapper. These terminals also differ for the test data
terminals at the parent core, as they operate in both INTEST

and EXTEST modes. However, it should be noted that with
the conventional wrapper cells used in our architecture, the
INTEST and EXTEST modes for a core have to be time-
multiplexed.

Fig. 13 illustrates an example of an unwrapped hier-
archical core. The child cores in the sample hierarchical core
are already wrapped and TAMed. In this example, the SI

and SO terminals are the test data inputs and outputs,
respectively, for the parent core scan chains, the FI and
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FO terminals are the functional inputs and outputs of the
parent core, and similarly the CTAMI and CTAMO terminals are
the CTAM inputs and outputs for the child cores. The parent
core wrapper architecture shares several components in
common with the IEEE Std. 1500 wrapper architecture
described for flat cores in [34]. TAM ports (WPI and WSI),
wrapper cells WBR, bypass register WBY, and wrapper
control register WIR, as described in [34], have similar
functionality in the parent core wrapper. However, addi-
tional components have been added to facilitate efficient test
access to child cores embedded in the parent core. Also, the
test modes of the parent core wrapper differ significantly
from the test modes of the nonhierarchical core wrappers.

In the parent core, we have identified an EXTEST mode
and two INTEST modes. The parent core EXTEST mode is
similar to the EXTEST mode for the nonhierarchical cores.
In this mode, the parent core terminals are used for core-
external testing, i.e., to test the logic and circuitry outside the
core itself. Only the wrapper cells in the parent wrapper are
used in this mode and all scan chains in the parent core can
be bypassed. In this mode, the child cores can be in INTEST or
EXTEST mode, since they do not participate in the parent core
wrapper functionality and are internal to the parent core.

The two INTEST modes that we have identified in a parent
core are significantly different from the INTEST mode of a
nonhierarchical SoC [35]:

1. Parent INTEST mode (INTESTP). In this mode,
parent core internal testing is done. Test data are
scanned through the parent core’s scan chains, the
parent core’s wrapper cells, and the child core’s
wrapper cells. In this mode, child cores need be in
the EXTEST mode, as their wrapper output cells are
required to apply test stimuli to the parent core,
while their wrapper input cells are required to
capture test responses from the parent core. As a
result, test data have to be scanned through both the
parent core and the child cores. Hence, the available

TAM wires have to be distributed between both the
parent core scan chains and wrapper cells, as well as
the child core TAM architecture. This was ignored
in the prior work done on TAM optimization for
hierarchical cores in [28]. For example, all the TAM
wires were devoted to parent core testing during the
INTEST mode of the hierarchical core.

2. Child INTEST mode (INTESTC). In this mode, child
core internal testing is done; all child cores are in
INTEST mode. The parent core’s wrapper elements
can be in any mode of operation since the TAM
inputs will be able to transport data to the child
core’s terminals regardless of the mode of operation
of the parent core itself. Thus, in this mode, all the
TAM wires can be utilized by the child cores for their
INTEST testing.

It should be noted that the two INTEST modes described
above have to be time-multiplexed, since both the modes
require the TAM input terminals to be active. Here, we
focus on designing a wrapper that is efficient, in terms of
test length, for both INTEST modes. However, as the two
modes are time-multiplexed, the top-level TAM wires
available for the overall parent core testing at the parent
core wrapper interface can be used in both modes. Multi-
plexers can be used to route the TAM wires to the child
cores as well as the parent core scan chains and wrapper
cells. These multiplexers can be controlled by control inputs
that select the appropriate inputs depending on the mode of
operation. We elaborate on this with the help of an example.

Fig. 14a shows an example of a parent core wrapper
configuration when the core is in INTESTP mode. In this
wrapper, the available TAM wires are used to access the
parent core scan chains, parent core wrapper cells, and the
child core CTAM terminals. Fig. 14b shows the wrapper
configuration for the same parent core in INTESTC mode. In
this configuration, the available TAM wires can be dis-
tributed between the CTAM inputs alone. Fig. 14c shows
how the two wrapper configurations can be merged to form
one wrapper, using multiplexers. The multiplexer select bits
can be chosen appropriately to access the CTAM chains alone
in the INTESTC, or they can be chosen such that the TAM
items participating in INTESTP mode are selected.

An alternative approach to using the above described
merging technique is to partition the available TAM width
into two dedicated TAM partitions for the parent core and
child core TAM architecture. In the INTESTP mode, both the
parent TAM partition and child TAM partition can be used,
and in the INTESTC mode, only the child TAM partition can
be used. As a result, the TAM width available for child core
testing in the INTESTC mode is smaller than that available in
our proposed approach.

In addition to the wrapper features described so far,
optional bypasses can also be implemented that can be used
in any of the three modes. In [36], two types of bypasses
have been defined. The wrapper-wide bypass allows
the bypass of an entire core. Single registers are used as
bypasses to avoid delay effects, thus it takes one clock cycle
to bypass the core; Fig. 13 shows core A equipped with a
wrapper-wide bypass. A wrapper-wide bypass can exist
outside or inside the wrapper. Also, scan chain bypasses can
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be available that allow the scan chains of a core to be
bypassed. Since the child cores are wrapped by the core
provider, the use of bypasses in child cores would be left to
the core provider’s choice.

The problem of wrapper design for a hierarchical core can
be considered as a twofold problem. Two wrappers can be
designed independently for the two modes, i.e., INTESTP and
INTESTC, and can be merged using multiplexers. These two
problems together with their solutions are described below.

6.1 INTESTP Mode Wrapper Optimization

The scan-in and scan-out times of a core should be minimized
in order to optimize the overall test length of the core. For a
hierarchical core, elements that participate in the scanning in
and out of test patterns are

1. parent core wrapper input cells,
2. parent core scan chains,
3. parent core wrapper output cells, and
4. child core wrapper cells.

As the child cores in this case are already wrapped and
TAMed, the child core wrapper cells and scan chains
are connected to the child core TAM CTAM. Two or more
CTAM wires (also referred as CTAM chains) can be daisy-
chained at the parent level to minimize the test length for
the parent core test.

The information about the number of scan chains and
their lengths at the parent core level is provided by the core
provider. The number of wrapper input and output cells is
equal to the number of functional inputs and outputs,
respectively. Also, the information about the scan lengths
and scan-in and scan-out times of the child cores can be
obtained from the core provider in the form of test protocols.
Test protocols, provided for each child core by the core
provider, carry information about the test stimuli and the
scan times of the child core [37]. The sum of the number of
wrapper cells and the length of the scan chains connected
to a TAM chain is referred to as the scan length of that
TAM chain. Thus, given the scan chain lengths, number of
input and output wrapper cells at the parent core level, and
the scan lengths of the child cores, we have all the
information required to determine the maximum scan-in
and scan-out times of the parent core in INTESTP mode
configuration. In the INTESTP mode, we use the total scan
lengths of the CTAM chains, instead of the scan-in and scan-
out lengths, to calculate the overall test length of the core.

This assumption may increase the overall test length of the
core negligibly; however, it reduces the complexity of the
problem. Thus, with this information, we can proceed to
define and solve the wrapper design problem for parent
cores in the INTESTP mode configuration.

In many practical cases, the number of wrapper cells and
scan chains (referred to as TAM items) is much larger than the
number of available external TAM wires. In such cases, the set
of TAM items has to be partitioned into a number of subsets
equal to the number of available TAM wires. The partitions
should be made such that the maximum scan-in and scan-out
times of the parent core are minimized. The wrapper design
problem for the parent core in the INTESTP mode can now be
formalized as a partitioning problem as follows:

Problem 1 (wrapper design in INTESTP mode). Given a set
WI ¼ fWI1;WI2; . . . ;WIxg of wrapper input cells, each
wrapper input cell has a length lðWIiÞ ¼ 1. Given a set S ¼
S1; S2; . . . ; Sy of parent core internal scan chains, scan chain Si
has a length lðSiÞ. Given a setWO ¼ fWO1;WO2; . . . ;WOzg
of wrapper output cells, each wrapper cell has a length
lðWOiÞ ¼ 1. Given a set Sc ¼ fSc;1; Sc;2; . . . ; Sc;vg of CTAM
scan chains, each scan chain has a length lðSc;iÞ. Furthermore,
given a set of identical w TAM wires, we define for any
X � WI [ S [WO [ Sc, lðXÞ ¼

P
x2X lðxÞ. A TAM parti-

tion is a partition P ¼ fP1; P2; . . . ; Pwg of WI [ S [WO [
Sc intow disjoint sets, one for each TAM wire. We define input
set INi ¼ Pi nWO. Likewise, we define output set
OUTi ¼ Pi nWI . The scan-in length for TAM partition P
is defined by siðPÞ ¼ max1�i�w lðINiÞ. The scan-out length
for TAM partitionP is defined by soðPÞ ¼ max1�i�w lðOUTiÞ.

Objective. Find an optimal TAM partition P? such that the
overall test length of the core is minimized, i.e., P? satisfies
maxðsiðP?Þ; soðP?ÞÞ � maxðsiðPÞ; soðPÞÞ for all partitions P
of WI [ S [WO [ Sc.

The above problem is similar to the partitioning of TAM
chain items (PTI) problem described in [7]. TAM chains
described in [7] contain a subset of the set of parent TAM
items, since they do not include child core scan chains. The
PTI problem has been shown to be NP-hard in [7]. Thus,
Problem 1, as described above, is also an NP-hard problem.

To solve Problem 1, we use a three-step approach similar
to the one described in [7]:

1. Assign the parent core internal scan chains S and the
child core scan chains Sc to w TAM chains, such that
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the maximum sum of scan lengths assigned to a
TAM chain is minimized. The resulting partition is
named as PS .

2. Assign the wrapper input cells in WI to w TAM
chains on top of PS , such that the maximum scan-in
times of all w TAM chains is minimized.

3. Assign the wrapper output cells in WO to w TAM
chains on top of PS , such that the maximum scan-
out times of all w TAM chains is minimized.

Step 1 described above can be formalized as the
Partitioning of Scan Chains (PSC) problem as described in
[7] and can be solved using the Largest Processing Time
(LPT) algorithm as described in [7]. As wrapper cells are of
1-bit size, their distribution over TAM chains (Steps 2 and 3)
is trivial and it can be solved optimally.

6.2 INTESTC Mode Wrapper Optimization

Next, we proceed to define the wrapper design problem for
the hierarchical core in INTESTC mode. In this mode of
operation, the test stimuli have to be transported to the
child cores only; hence, all the TAM wires available at the
parent core wrapper interface can be utilized for child core
testing.

Problem 2 (wrapper design in INTESTC mode). Given a set of
CTAM chainsM and child coresC. For each child core c 2 C, the
number of test patterns pc, total scan length slc;k, scan-in time
sic;k, and scan-out time soc;k on k chain (k 2M) are given.
Furthermore, we are given a number w that represents the
maximum number of parent-core-level TAM wires available for
testing.

Objective. Determine a wrapper design for parent core
such that the overall test length (in clock cycles) required to
test all child cores is minimized and the number of TAM
wires used for child core testing does not exceed w.

For example, in Fig. 14, jMj ¼ 6. The total test length of
testing all the child cores depends on the number of available
TAM wires w and the child core TAM architecture. Let us
consider two cases: 1) the number of available TAM wires is
greater than or equal to the number of CTAM chains and 2) the
number of available TAM wires is less than the number of
CTAM chains.

Case 1: w � jMj.
If the number of available TAM wires w exceed the

number of CTAM chains in the child core TAM architecture,
then every CTAM chain can be connected to a separate TAM
wire at the parent level. In this case, the total test length tc
for a core c can be written as

tc ¼ 1þmaxfsic; socgð Þ � pc þminfsic; socg; ð1Þ

where sic and soc are the maximum scan-in and scan-out

times of core c and can be defined as follows: sic ¼
max

jMj
k¼1fsic;kg, and soc ¼ max

jMj
k¼1fsoc;kg. The total test length

required to test all jCj cores on w � jMj TAM wires is the

maximum of the testing length on any of the CTAM chains.

Let ycj be a binary variable such that

ycj ¼
1; if a test for core c involves CTAM chain j;
0; otherwise:

�

Core c involves CTAM j, if sic;j þ soc;j þ slc;j 6¼ 0. Now, the
total testing length of all child cores can be expressed as

T ðwÞ ¼ max
jMj

j¼1

X
c2C

tc � ycj: ð2Þ

Case 2: w < jMj.
If the number of available TAM wires w is less than the

number of CTAM chains jMj, then the available TAM wires
have to be distributed among the CTAM chains, such that
the overall test length of the child cores is minimized. Two
or more CTAM chains can be daisy-chained to form TAM
chains that share the same TAM wire. However, the scan
lengths of the cores are subject to change depending on the
daisy chaining of the CTAM chains.

The scan-in and scan-out times of a core can now be
defined as follows: Let two CTAM chains �1 and �2 be daisy-
chained to form a TAM chain ��. Let C�1

and C�2
be the set

of cores on CTAM terminal �1 and �2, respectively. Assuming
that �1 precedes �2, the scan-in and scan-out times for a core
c on �2 can now be defined for TAM chain �� as follows:

sic;�� ¼
X
j2C�1

slj;�1
þ sic;�2

;

soc;�� ¼ soc;�2
:

ð3Þ

However, if �2 was to precede �1, the scan-in and scan-
out times for core c can be defined as follows:

sic;�� ¼ sic;�2
;

soc;�� ¼
X
j2C�2

slj;�1
þ soc;�2

: ð4Þ

It should be noted that a core can have its TAM items
connected to both CTAM chains �1 and �2, in which case the
maximum of scan-in and scan-out times obtained from the
above expressions is chosen as the scan-in and scan-out
times of the core on ��.

The scan-in and scan-out times of every core are
calculated as the maximum of the scan-in and scan-out
times on every TAM chain, respectively. The number of TAM
chains formed by daisy-chaining CTAM chains is equal to the
number of available TAM wires w. Hence, the scan-in and
scan-out times of the cores can be determined by taking the
maximum of their scan times on thew TAM chains. The scan-
in and scan-out times of a core c can be written as follows:

sic ¼ max
1�j�w

fsic;jg;

soc ¼ max
1�j�w

fsoc;jg:
ð5Þ

Based on the updated scan-in and scan-out times as
described above, the overall test length for a core c can be
calculated by using (1). The overall test length for testing the
child cores in INTESTC mode can be determined using (2).

6.3 Distribution of TAM Wires

The distribution of available w TAM wires over the M CTAM

chains should be such that the overall test length for child
cores in INTESTC mode is minimized. For this, a heuristic
procedure COREWRAPðw;MÞ is described in Algorithm 1.
The procedure consists of a short initialization, followed by
two main steps. In the initialization step, we sort CTAM chains
in the nonincreasing order of their test length. The test length
of a TAM chain is equal to the sum of the test length of all
cores connected to the TAM chain.
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Algorithm COREWRAPðw;MÞ
1 sort CTAM chains � 2M such that

tðf�1gÞ � � � � � tðf�jMjgÞ; // sort CTAM chains in

nonincreasing order of

their test time

2 � :¼ ;; // initially there are no

TAM sets

3 for i :¼ 1 to jMj // Step 1: create TAM sets

with individuals CTAMs

4 �i :¼ �i; // create a TAM set and

assign a CTAM to it

5 � :¼ � [ f�ig; // add the created TAM

set to the set of TAM

sets �

6 for i :¼ wþ 1 to jMj // Step 2: Concatenate

extra TAM sets

7 find �min for which tð�minÞ ¼ min�2� tð�Þ;
// find the TAM set �min

with the minimum

test time

8 tð��Þ :¼
P

�2� tð�Þ;
9 for all � 2 � n f�ming // for all TAM sets

10 �temp :¼ � [ �min; // concatenate a TAM set

with �min

11 if tð�tempÞ < tð��Þ // if concatenated TAM set
has minimum test time

12 �� :¼ �temp; �del :¼ �;

// accept this move

13 � :¼ � n f�del; �ming [ f��g;
// update the set of

TAM Sets

14 return �; // return the set of TAM

sets �

In Step 1 (lines 3-5), we assign each individual CTAM to a
TAM set. The created TAM set is added to the set of TAM
sets �. As w < jMj, we have jMj � w TAM sets extra in �
and these TAM sets need to be concatenated with other
TAM sets. In Step 2 (lines 6-14), we concatenate TAM sets
such that the resulting TAM sets have the overall
minimum test length. In line 7, we find a TAM set with
minimum test length. Next, we concatenate this TAM set
with another TAM set that results in the minimum overall
test length. Step 2 continues until jMj � w CTAM chains
have been daisy-chained with other TAM chains. The
procedure COREWRAP returns a set of TAMs.

Wrapper-wide bypasses in child cores can help reduce
test length in the INTESTC mode. If wrapper-wide bypasses
are present, the daisy chaining of CTAM chains does not
increase the scan-in and scan-out times of the cores. In this
case, when a child core is being tested on a particular TAM
chain, the wrapper bypasses of all other cores on that TAM
chain can be activated. As a result, the test stimuli for the core
under test do not have to be scanned through other cores; this
can minimize the test length of the core. However, wrapper
bypasses cannot be activated during INTESTP mode, since
the wrapper cells of all cores have to participate in the testing
of the parent core. In the INTESTP mode, it is advantageous
for the child cores to have scan chain bypasses, since this will
minimize the scan lengths of the cores.

6.4 Test Architecture Design

Let us first consider the design scenario in which the
wrapper and TAM architecture for all child cores in an SoC
are fixed and given. Using the classification of Section 4, this
scenario corresponds to P ðs; s; hÞ; Cðh; h; hÞ. From the test
architecture design point of view, a test architecture design
algorithm now needs to partition the total available TAM
width over an optimal number of TAMs and assign only
parent and other SoC-level nonhierarchical cores to these
TAMs. To design the wrapper around a parent core for a
given TAM width, the wrapper design strategy presented
above should be used, while for the wrapper design for
nonhierarchical cores, wrapper design procedure as de-
scribed in [7] can be used. Therefore, integration of this
solution into any test architecture design algorithm only
requires changes in the wrapper design routine.

Now, let us consider another design scenario in which
the wrapper and TAM architecture for all cores irrespec-
tive of being child or parent are soft. This scenario
corresponds to P ðs; s; hÞ; Cðs; s; hÞ. In this case, the system
integrator can design the wrapper and TAM architecture
of the child cores in accordance with the TAM width
available at the parent core interface. Therefore, concate-
nation of TAM wires connected to the child cores is not
required. To design the test architecture in this case, we
propose the following strategy. First, the SoC specification
is preprocessed, such that only the parent and other SoC-
level nonhierarchical cores are available to the TAM
partitioning and core-assignment procedure. For a given
TAM width, the test length for a parent core is calculated
by considering the parent core as a small stand-alone SoC.
The TAM partitioning and core-assignment procedure is
used again to calculate the wrapper and TAM architecture
for the child cores in the parent core. Based on the
architecture thus obtained, the test length is computed as
the sum of the parent core test length in the INTESTP

mode and the overall test length of the child core test
architecture.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the experimental results for four
SoCs taken from the ITC’02 SoC Test Benchmarks [20],
namely p22810, p34392, p93791, and a586710. These four
SoCs were selected because they are the only ones in the
benchmark set with multiple levels of design hierarchy. We
have only considered core-internal tests for all cores in the
SoCs and tests for the top-level SoC are excluded from the
discussion. In our experiments, we have modified and used
TR-ARCHITECT [15], [16] for test architecture design as we
have access to this tool. However, our proposed solutions
are not limited to this design method only and any test
architecture design algorithm can be used instead. First, we
compare the test length results for four cases.

Case 1 is the original test architecture design as
presented in [15]. In this case, all cores in an SoC are
considered to be at the same level of design hierarchy.
Therefore, in all SoCs, all cores are considered to be flat. It is
important to note that in Case 1, since no hierarchy is
assumed, testing of a core requires access to its own scan
chains and wrapper cells only.

In Case 2, we assume that the test architecture for an SoC
is already designed as in Case 1 and we are only allowed to
modify the test schedule in order to respect the hierarchy
present in the SoC. In this case, the wrapper of a child core is
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configured in EXTEST mode during the test of its parent
core. Here, testing of a hierarchical core not only requires
access to its own scan chains and wrapper cells but also
to the wrapper cells of its child cores. The conventional
wrapper cell is used in the wrapper architecture for all cores.

In Cases 3 and 4, we take into account the design hierarchy
in the SoCs from the outset. In Case 3, we use the wrapper
cells proposed in Section 5 for all child cores. Here, we
modify the wrapper design algorithm used in TR-ARCHI-

TECT. In Case 4, we consider the new wrapper architecture
proposed in Section 6 and modify TR-ARCHITECT accord-
ingly. The experimental setup for Case 4 is the same as that
for Case 3, which requires wrappers and TAMs for all cores
to be soft. This is done in order to compare the results of
Case 3 (MWC) and Case 4 (new wrapper architecture). Using
the three-tuple classification in Section 4, all four cases
corresponds to a scenario with P ðs; s; hÞ; Cðs; s; hÞ. Note that
the scan chains in the parent and child cores are assumed to
be hard for all cores.

Table 2 shows the test length (in clock cycles) results for

the four above-mentioned cases. The first two columns in

Table 2 show the SoC name and the number of TAM wires

wmax available for the SoC test architecture design. Column 3

shows the test length results [15] for Case 1, i.e., for flat cores.

Column 4 shows the test length results for Case 2, in which

we modify the test schedules obtained from Case 1 in order

to respect design hierarchy. Column 5 shows the difference

ð4T ¼ T ðCase2Þ�T ðCase1Þ
T ðCase1Þ Þ between the test lengths for Case 1

and Case 2. Columns 6 and 7 show the test length results for

Case 3, while Columns 8 and 9 show the results for Case 4.

From Table 2, we make the following observations. If the
design hierarchy is taken into account and only the test
schedule is modified (Case 2), an average increase of
113 percent in test length is obtained compared to Case 1
(flat cores). For SoC p93791 with w ¼ 40, the penalty in
test length is more than 400 percent. This increase can be
attributed to the fact that the design hierarchy is considered
only as an afterthought. Hence, an approach that can
handle hierarchy efficiently is needed for testing of SoCs.

The test length results for Case 3 show that with the use
of the proposed wrapper cells in the child core wrapper,
hierarchy-aware test length can be comparable with or even
better than the test length obtained in a hierarchy-oblivious
manner. From Column 6, we can see that for most cases, we
obtain the same test length as for the SoCs with flat cores. It
is important to note here that for Case 3, we obtain lower test
length for some cases. This is due to the fact that the test
architecture algorithm (TR-ARCHITECT) used here is heur-
istic in nature. As TR-ARCHITECT considers access to both
the parent and child cores for hierarchical cores during the
test architecture optimization itself, it results in a new TAM
assignment. Therefore, due to different core assignments
and TAM partitions, we sometimes obtain lower test length.

For SoC p93791 with w ¼ 40, Fig. 15 shows the test
schedules for Cases 1, 2, and 3. The horizontal axis
represents the test length, while the vertical axis represents
the TAM width. The number inside the box represents the
core identification. Note that the schedules shown are not
drawn to scale, and for the sake of clarity, idle time is
shown at the end of a TAM only. Fig. 15a shows an
effective test schedule if hierarchy is not considered.
However, the problem of an unbalanced test schedule is
shown in Fig. 15b. The dark gray boxes show the tests for
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Test Length Results for the Four Cases
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the child cores in their EXTEST mode. The black boxes
denote idle times in the test schedule. We can see that for
TAM 5 (of width 5 bits; the second TAM partition from the
bottom), which contains a large number of child cores, the
EXTEST mode for the child cores dominates. Therefore, this
TAM determines the overall test length.

The use of proposed wrapper cells in the child core
wrappers results in the test schedule shown in Fig. 15c. This
shows that just by using 1,875 new wrapper cells, test length
close to the one with flat cores can be obtained.

The test length results for Case 4 show a slight increase
over the test length results obtained for Case 3. This is
expected since Case 3 allows parallel testing of parent and
child cores. Such parallel testing is not possible in Case 4
due to time-multiplexing of the parent and child core
INTEST modes. However, for SoC a586710 with w ¼ 32, the
use of new wrapper architecture resulted in 6 percent
reduction in test length as compared to the test length with
all flat cores. Also, the test length for Case 4 are far less than
that for Case 2. From the results, we conclude that the use of
proposed wrapper cells in the child core’s wrapper results
in the minimum test length.

Next, we compare the area cost for Case 3 and Case 4. In

Case 2, no additional area is required as we only modify the

test schedule. The test architecture or the wrapper design is

not affected. Table 3 shows the area costs for Case 3 and

Case 4. The area costs are quantified in terms of equivalent

number of additional NAND2 gates. It is assumed that a

2-to-1 multiplexer is equivalent to three NAND2 gates in

terms of area, while a flip-flop is equivalent to seven

NAND2 gates. The first two columns in Table 3 list the SoC

name and the number of TAM wires w available for the SoC

test architecture design. Column 3 shows the number of

MWCs required in Case 3, while Column 4 shows the same

information but in terms of equivalent number of NAND2

gates. Column 5 shows the equivalent number of NAND2

gates required for the new wrapper architecture used in

Case 4. Column 6 highlights the difference ð4A ¼
NAND2Eq:ðCase4Þ�NAND2Eq:ðCase3Þ

NAND2Eq:ðCase3Þ Þ between the equivalent num-

ber of NAND2 gates for Case 3 and Case 4.

It is clear from the table that the area cost for the new
wrapper architecture is lower than that for the design based
on the MWC. The area cost for the approach with MWCs
depends on the total number of child cores in an SoC and
the number of the functional terminals in them. We
therefore conclude from Tables 2 and 3 that the use of
MWCs results in lower test length, while the use of new
wrapper architecture results in lower area cost.

The values of MWC can change depending on the
problem instance. This can be explained as follows: In the
worst case, all child cores in the SoC can be equipped with the
new wrapper cell. In that case, MWC will be constant for an
SoC and will not change with w. However, this is not really
required as only the child cores connected to TAMs that are
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Fig. 15. For SoC p93791 with w ¼ 40, test schedules for three cases. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2. (c) Case 3.

TABLE 3
Comparison of Area-Cost Results for Case 3 and Case 4
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different than their parent TAM need to have this new
wrapper cell. If parent and child cores share the same TAM,
then the child cores can be configured in the EXTEST mode
the parent core is tested. As for different w values, note that
we have different core assignments for the various cases;
therefore, different values of MWC result.

8 CONCLUSION

SoC designs today are no longer limited to only one level
of hierarchy (SoC and cores). Instead, they typically consist
of multiple levels of design hierarchy. In this paper, we
have addressed the problem of efficient testing of SoCs
with hierarchical cores. We have shown that the existing
wrapper architectures including the IEEE Std. 1500 and test
architecture design algorithms (originally developed for
SoCs with flat cores) are not directly applicable to the
testing of SoCs with hierarchical cores. We have presented
two hierarchy-aware approaches for the testing of hier-
archical cores. The two proposed solutions can be used in
conjunction with any test architecture design algorithm
and they require very little modification in the architecture
optimization procedure.

We have presented experimental results for four hier-
archical SoCs taken from the ITC’02 SoC Test Benchmarks.
We have shown that if the design hierarchy is taken into
account, no modification is allowed in the test architecture,
and only the test schedule is modified, up to 400 percent
penalty in test length is incurred. The use of the proposed
wrapper cells in the child core wrapper allows us to obtain
near-optimal test length even when design hierarchy is
taken into account. The use of the new wrapper architecture
results in slightly higher test length as compared to the use
of the MWC, but it offers the advantage of lower area cost.
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